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Videos are a major learning material for surgical training, presenting intricate details of techniques and tacit knowledge of surgeons.
However, it is tedious to consume videos in a linear manner, which often requires scrubbing the video timeline back and forth to find
video segments of interest. Our formative studies with six surgeons and thirty residents reveal two primary challenges of video-based
surgery learning: (1) limited access to semantic information in video search and (2) lack of support for cross-video reference and
comparison. The residents seek to search surgery videos based on phase structures and compare multiple procedures to be prepared
for various cases. We introduce an interface prototype to support semantic search and cross-video referencing. Our prototype provides
a procedural diagram through which users can understand the landscape of procedures and filter videos based on their structural
information. It also enables users to compare multiple videos and synchronize the video playback using graph-based interactions.
Finally, we discuss design implications for interfaces to support search and comparison for procedural videos.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Procedural knowledge is knowledge about how to do something, for example, how to carry out sequences of operations
or actions [23, 36]. Video is an effective medium to learn procedural knowledge, which presents tacit knowledge and a
continuous flow of procedures that are difficult to depict through text or static images. Surgery recordings, in particular,
have been primary learning materials for residents and medical students in learning surgical procedures [27, 39], though
such materials are still not formally integrated into surgical curricula [7]. Learners have turned to video because it
shows techniques that are difficult to explain verbally [3, 10]. For example, applying traction (i.e., pulling on tissue)
before making incisions into fascia leads to better outcomes, but the details of this technique are rarely explicitly
explained or documented. Videos demonstrate such subtle nuances in surgical technique, which allows residents to
build the capability required to perform in real surgical situations, going beyond simply learning anatomy, the order of
surgical steps and other conceptual knowledge [21, 26].
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We conducted iterative interviews with six surgeons and thirty residents from three top-tier US hospitals specializing
in robotic surgery to investigate the current practices and challenges of video-based surgery learning. The interview
results revealed that search and comparison were the most challenging tasks associated with learning surgery through
video, as contrasted with navigation, note-taking, bookmarking, and reviewing. The tedium and time cost of search and
comparison derived from the fact that video is a linear format, making it difficult to understand the semantic structure
of procedural knowledge (e.g., sequences, relations between phases).
Limited Access to Semantic Information in Video Search. The residents we interviewed wanted a semantic video search
by surgical phases and approaches (e.g., anterior or posterior approach in robotic prostatectomy). However, current
video platforms only support basic search based on non-semantic information such as video length and upload date. No
publicly available system automates the extraction of semantic or structural information from raw surgery recordings
with similar video frames and doing so is difficult for humans, as this often requires expertise in the medical domain
and significant effort to label such information.
Lack of Support for Cross-Video Reference and Comparison. Residents were usually under time pressure with excessive
academic and patient workloads. They most commonly watched surgical video to prepare for a surgical case scheduled
for the same or the next day. In this context, residents wanted to expose themselves to a wide range of surgical cases in
a limited time to be prepared for various situations. They then sought the most feasible and well-performed procedure
by comparing the techniques across multiple videos. Performing this comparative analysis was quite difficult as existing
video interfaces (e.g., YouTube) did not support cross-video referencing interaction. Residents, as a consequence, ended
up comparing multiple videos through time inefficient linear browsing, sometimes across multiple windows.
To summarize the results of multiple rounds of interviews, residents’ main pain point was the limited access to
semantic and structural information of surgeries while searching and comparing videos. Based on these findings, we
designed a prototype to support structural search and cross-video referencing for surgery video. We especially focused
on the recordings of robot-assisted radical prostatectomy, the most common robotic procedure, which provides us with
abundant video data [16, 34]. Given that most robotic laparoscopic abdominal surgical procedures share phases, steps,
and challenges (e.g., maintaining intraabdominal visibility, blunt dissection of fascia, retraction of organs and tissues,
dissection of cancerous masses), much of our approach should be generalizable across procedures and disciplines using
this tool (e.g., OB-Gyn, Colorectal, General surgery).
Our prototype consists of two main pages: video search and comparison interface. The search interface provides an
interactive representation of surgical procedures. The visual representation helps residents understand the landscape
of the surgery and supports graph-based interaction for filtering videos. For instance, surgical phases are visualized
as nodes in graphs, and residents can click the nodes to watch the videos that contain certain surgical phases that
correspond to the selected nodes. On the other hand, the comparison interface supports cross-video referencing.
Residents can quickly reference and switch across videos by watching different clips in multiple windows. They can
also synchronize the videos at a phase level by using graph-based interactions. To be specific, clicking a surgical phase
that is included in two surgical procedures in common synchronizes the video play bars, thereby enabling an easy
comparison for the same phase in multiple videos. Finally, we discuss the design implications of search and comparison
tools for videos with procedural knowledge.
2

RELATED WORK

Video is a primary medium for surgical training [2, 4, 33]. According to Mota et al. [27], 98.6% of residents and surgical
specialists are using videos for surgery preparation. Surgery video recordings provide key learning points in surgical
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training, such as anatomical landmarks and surgical maneuvers [1, 25]. They also accelerate the learning curve for
surgical training [19]. As video becomes a predominant medium in learning surgery, several researchers designed
supporting tools to enhance video-based surgery learning. The main two activities supported by the existing work
are video navigation and collaborative interaction. To enhance video navigation in surgical recordings, Hudelist et
al. [18] developed a video interface that displays clickable and zoomable keyframes of endoscopic videos. Munzer
et al. [28] introduced EndoXplore, a video player that supports content-based video navigation based on phases of
surgical operations. Their system automatically extracts the surgical phases from endoscopic videos and displays
the clickable thumbnails that allow navigation to each surgical phase. On the other hand, surgeons and residents coconstruct understanding on surgery through collaborative interaction such as telementoring [6, 11]. Mentisa et al. [25]
investigated how a shared workplace is shaped by remote experts over surgery videos. Avellino et al. [5] introduced a
system design for a collaborative video summary tool. They suggested that the requirements for a collaborative surgery
summary tool include enabling appropriate division of tasks and management of dependencies between tasks.
However, semantic video search and comparison, the two main pain points revealed by our formative study, remained
unsupported by the existing systems or techniques mainly focused on supporting video navigation and collaborative
interaction. The importance of efficient video search and comparison tasks is further underlined as the massive volume
of surgical recordings is piling up, driven by the prevalence of endoscopic video recordings and advances in camera
technologies [30, 32].

3

FORMATIVE INTERVIEWS

To understand the current practices and needs surrounding video-based surgery learning, we conducted multiple rounds
of need-finding interviews over a year with residents and surgeons. We used an iterative interviewing method [12, 38]
that is appropriate for exploratory research and discovery of new research directions, allowing holistic investigation of
research problems.

3.1

Method

3.1.1 Participants. We recruited six surgeons and thirty residents in urology in the U.S. by contacting surgeons through
email, asking them to recommend colleagues who specialize in robotic surgery. The residents consisted of 6 PGY1, 6
PGY2, 7 PGY3, 3 PGY4, 7 PGY5, 1 PGY6 students. All of the participants have prior experience of learning surgery
through videos. We refer to six surgeons as S1 through S6 and thirty residents as R1 through R30.
3.1.2

Procedures. We conducted remote semi-structured interviews using ZOOM and recorded the interviews under

consent. The interviews lasted about 50 minutes with two main sessions: (1) current practice of video-based surgery
learning and (2) challenges and needs. Finally, we presented a low-fidelity prototype of our video interface for surgery
learning and collected feedback during the last batch of interview. All of the authors have received training on the
ethical treatment of human subjects, and we did not collect any data from patients, including video recordings, clinical
history, nor medical images. We used a saturation method [8] to determine the number of participants. We conducted
several batches of interviews with 3-4 participants per each interview session, and performed a preliminary analysis
of the transcripts for each batch. We stopped conducting more interviews when the analysis stopped revealing new
insights.
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Analysis

The interviews were video recorded and transcribed using a transcription service 1 . Two of the authors performed
thematic analysis [17]. They independently made a codebook for half of the transcripts, using an inductive approach.
They then merged and refined the codebook until they reached a consensus. The two authors then coded two randomly
selected transcripts using the codebook. To validate the qualitative coding, we computed Cohen’s kappa. The average
Cohen’s kappa score across the entire code was 0.81 with a standard deviation of 0.06. Each author then coded the
rest of the interviews independently. After the coding, they met to discuss discrepancies in applying the code set and
adjusted the coded data.
3.3
3.3.1

Findings
Context and Practice of Video-Based Surgery Learning.

The residents were using three main surgery video platforms: YouTube, Michigan Urological Surgery Improvement
Collaborative (MUSIC), and American Urological Association (AUA). Most of our interviewees watched surgery
videos the night before their operating room training. Their purpose of video watching was to remind themselves
of certain surgical techniques or the flow of surgical phases. They stressed that they usually watch videos under
tight schedules. Meanwhile, video-based surgery learning involved multiple activities, which includes video search,
navigation, comparison, bookmarking, note-taking, and reviewing.
3.3.2

Challenges and User Needs.

Limited access to semantic information in video search. Residents’ main consideration when searching surgery
videos was the feasibility of procedures. They wanted to watch videos with feasible procedures that they can perform
in practice. The feasibility of a certain procedure was determined by semantic information such as approaches and
techniques. Residents pointed out that the existing video platforms do not support the semantic search so that they
needed to tediously navigate to the video segments they want to watch. They wished for a semantic video search by
which they can filter and find videos based on surgical approaches and phases.
Unavailability of structural information on procedural knowledge. Residents wanted to search videos using
structural information of surgical procedures, for example, the compositions and orders of phases. The needs for the
structural information differed depending on the expertise of residents. In the case of junior residents, they expressed
a need for finding videos that contain a standard procedure to learn the common structure of phases. In addition to
searching standard procedures, several novice residents wanted to find videos that do not miss or skip any surgical
phase for a certain surgery. Several surgeons (S1, 2, 3) noted that surgical phases are one of the important learning
points for novice residents. On the contrary, senior residents wished to search videos that can teach them variations and
details of each phase. For example, R30 stated that “several surgery videos show interesting portion of surgery which is
complex, but I’m a junior level and want to learn the basic steps.”. R29, a PGY5 resident, also mentioned that “as a junior
resident, you need to stick to your attending’s approach, but as you become more independent, you might need to find
your own technique.” and “I want to go beyond. I would want to see many different versions of that specific variation.”.
Lack of support for cross-video reference and comparison. We could observe a clear user need for comparing
multiple videos. Residents wanted to compare different procedures, approaches (e.g., anterior approach or posterior
approach in prostatectomy), and techniques (e.g., dissection using thermal energy or scissors). Meanwhile, most of our
interviewees pointed out a surgical phase as a unit of comparison. R26, for example, said that “I want to know different
1 https://otter.ai/.
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Fig. 1. Users can search videos based on semantic and structural information of procedures using our prototype’s video search UI. (a)
Clustering Visualization: clustering results of surgical procedures are displayed, in which a dot represents a video clip. (b) Procedural
Diagram: users can see the overall structure of procedures and filter the videos by clicking the nodes or edges of a diagram. (c) Filtered
Video List: users can see a list of videos that are filtered by the procedural diagram.

techniques for the same phase.”. R30 wished to compare a bunch of videos for the same phase, stating that “it’d be
helpful if I can compare 20 different clips for a specific phase. Doctors do it slightly differently and patients’ situations
can be different.”. S3 also mentioned that building links across multiple videos would enhance residents’ learning.
However, comparing videos for the same phase involves multiple steps. Residents needed to search a video, move back
and forth to navigate to a phase they are interested in, play a clip, and repeat this process for the next video. They
mentioned the inefficient process of comparing multiple techniques for the same phase using current video platforms.
Inaccessible surgery information. Some residents wanted additional information around surgery, such as operating
room situations (e.g., port placement in robotic surgery) and anatomical landmarks, although they were not mentioned
by many interviewees. The residents wanted to have audio narrations to know the anatomical landmarks and distinctions
between phases. S1 explained that “understanding anatomy is one of the first steps of learning as residents.”. They also
wanted to know surgeons’ expertise (e.g., surgeon volume) and surgery outcomes (e.g., restoring sexual function in
prostatectomy), which are not accessible in most surgery recordings.
5
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Fig. 2. Users can compare procedures across videos using our prototype’s video comparison UI. (a) Multi-Window Videos: users can
watch multiple videos through the juxtaposed video windows. (b) Phase-Based Video Synchronization: users can synchronize the
video playback by selecting the phases on the interactive procedural diagram.

4

PROTOTYPE DESIGN

We designed a prototype depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 using Figma 2 . Our prototype introduces two interaction techniques
to augment video search and comparison for surgery learning: semantic video search and cross-video comparison.
On the video search page, the prototype provides a clustering visualization (Fig. 1 (a)) and a procedural diagram
(Fig. 1 (b)). It displays the clustering results of surgery videos, in which a dot corresponds to a video clip. Different
colors represent clusters, and the distances between dots imply the similarity between procedures in videos. In other
words, the farther the dots, the more dissimilar the procedures in videos are (e.g., a larger difference of compositions or
orders of phases).
On the other hand, the procedural diagram shows the structure of surgical procedures, using a graph representation
with nodes and edges. The nodes represent phases in procedures, and edges are for paths between phases. The thickness
of edges reflects the commonness of paths. For instance, a thick edge implies that this path is included in many videos,
indicating that the path is commonly performed by surgeons. The nodes are color-coded according to surgical actions,
blue for dissection, green for suturing, and red for sparing (e.g., nerve-sparing). Meanwhile, users can also filter videos
by clicking the nodes or edges. If they click an edge, our system displays a list of videos that contain a certain path
(Fig. 1 (c)). This graph-based search filter enables video search based on structural information of procedures.
2 https://www.figma.com/.
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After referencing the clustering visualization and procedural diagram, users can select videos of interest. The selected
videos are highlighted on the clustering visualization window. After selecting the videos, clicking the “Start Analysis”
button leads users to a video comparison page (Fig. 2). The video comparison page supports multi-window videos
(Fig. 2 (a)) and phase-based video synchronization (Fig. 2 (b)). Users can watch multiple videos through juxtaposed
video windows. Meanwhile, they can synchronize the videos’ playback using the interactive diagrams for the surgical
phases. The connected lines between nodes indicate the common phases included in both videos. Users can synchronize
the two videos by clicking nodes. For example, they can navigate both videos to the “bladder neck dissection” phase by
clicking the first node in the upper line and the second node in the lower line.

5

DISCUSSION AND ONGOING WORK

5.1

Generality and Domain Specificity

5.1.1 User Needs for General Procedural Videos. During the interviews with surgeons and residents, we could observe
user needs that overlap with those for general videos containing procedural knowledge, which includes cooking,
make-up, and assembly. Procedural knowledge describes the steps in the process of performing a task or skill [13, 14].
Therefore, it is required to segment the video content into semantic phases to make the information of step structures
available to viewers. Such information enhances video watching experience in learning make-up [37] and software
tools [20], and so will the surgery videos [29]. According to the interviews, residents perceived surgical phases as an
important unit of the stepwise structure, and wanted to search, navigate, and compare videos based on the phases.
In addition to the step structure, another component of procedural knowledge learning is acquiring tacit knowledge.
The tacit knowledge contained in procedural knowledge includes, for example, cyclists’ breathing methods and
carpenters’ hammering skills that they unconsciously perform [31, 35]. It is also one of the important learning points in
the surgery domain [24]. The tacit knowledge residents carefully look at in videos includes how much traction is given
for grabbing or whether the bleeding part is burnt or not. Our interviewees emphasized the importance of comparing
multiple cases to see the differences in these intricate nuances.
5.1.2 User Needs Specific to Surgical Domain. On the other hand, we found user needs specific to surgical education.
First, there were clearly distinct needs for video search and comparison depending on the expertise of residents. Junior
residents (PGY1, 2, 3) expressed their need of understanding the overall structure of phases by watching videos with
standard procedures. On the other hand, senior residents (PGY4, 5, 6) focused on variations and details of each phase.
They wanted to compare multiple techniques and approaches for the same surgical phase.
Meanwhile, another distinction of learning surgery compared to general procedural knowledge is the complexity
and intricacy of the task. Assume the differences between the two tasks, cutting the pork belly into strips and dissecting
the bladder neck. The latter task involves more complicated considerations such as identifying anatomical landmarks,
giving traction, and cleaning up bleeding. This complexity of task leads to residents’ need for exposure to multiple
techniques and approaches to be prepared for various situations.
Lastly, the unique characteristics of surgery recordings pose challenges of video search and navigation. Most surgery
videos are long in length with several hours on average, contain similar video scenes of colors alike, and lack audio
narrations. This lack of semantic indicators for video content deteriorates video-based learning experiences, making
video search and comparison time-consuming.
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Technical Challenges and Design Opportunities

Designing a system for surgery video search comparison, we identified several challenges and opportunities in building
a technical pipeline and user interface. One challenge is to build clustering algorithms that can capture important
features of sequences of surgical phases. Most existing clustering algorithms are black-box models whose internal
structures of workings are not transparent and understandable to humans [15]. Thus, the clustering results can be
uninterpretable even to medical experts.
The characteristics of black-box techniques can also lead to an issue of balancing findability and discoverability [22].
Findability refers to the ease of finding content or feature that users already know or assume. On the other hand,
discoverability is the ability to unexpectedly encounter new content or feature that users are not aware of [9]. It is
important to support goal-direct seeking, enabling residents to find the videos that contain approaches or phases
they want to watch. At the same time, a system can add pedagogical value by allowing a loosely-directed exploration
of unknown patterns or trends of procedures. We plan to support both findability and discoverability by providing
affordances for advanced search features on demand. This on-demand support for an advanced feature will benefit
users with a wide range of expertise and experience. Junior residents can focus on basic information such as learning a
standard procedure, and senior-level residents can opt to compare variations of the standard procedure by comparing
multiple videos.
Meanwhile, segmenting videos into surgical phases is a building block that enables phase-based search and comparison.
However, as far as we know, there is no large-scale dataset nor a phase detection model for robot-assisted radical
prostatectomies (RARP). Cross-video interactions can be another design opportunity for surgery video interfaces.
Displaying multiple videos can cause cognitive load and overwhelm users. This unique challenge motivates the need
for interaction support for seamless referencing and attention switching across multiple videos.
We plan to develop an interface that supports semantic video search and cross-video comparison. Finally, we envision
designing a system to enhance search and comparison for videos with procedural knowledge.
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